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Clinical SOC Solution

Connected medical and Internet of Things (IoT) devices are increasingly a target, giving attackers 

a way to infiltrate clinical networks and put the integrity and safety of hospital operations and 

patient care at risk. Medigate and Splunk have partnered to provide healthcare organizations with 

the clinical context they need in a Security Operations Center (SOC) solution to accurately 

identify and quickly respond to all the threats in their environment.   

Splunk offers the world’s first Data-to-Everything Platform, which captures, indexes, and 

correlates real-time data in a searchable repository to create actionable operational intelligence 

for organizations. It uses intuitive machine learning analytics to recognize data patterns, produce 

metrics, diagnose problems, and power the security operations of organizations with intelligence 

to effectively monitor, detect and isolate security incidents.  

Medigate delivers the industry’s only device security and asset management platform built 

specifically to address the needs of healthcare delivery organizations. Medigate continuously 

monitors the network, using deep packet inspection (DPI) to discover all the medical and Internet 

of Things (IoT) devices connecting to the network and provide a real-time inventory, including 

granular device details such as manufacturer, model, OS, app version, and serial number, as well 

as network identifiers, like VLAN assignment, and utilization. Medigate matches this information 

with external threat intelligence resources as well as common vulnerabilities and exposures 

(NIST NVD CVEs) and security advisories (ICS-CERT), to accurately assess device risks. As a 

result, healthcare organizations finally have visibility into the device activity and threats in their 

environment. 

Medigate released a tailored app for Splunkbase to consume Medigate’s data leveraging 

Splunk’s advanced visualization, analytics, and reporting capabilities. Now it is much easier to 

derive effective organization-specific insights based on Medigate clinical-focused IoT/IoMT data. 

Delivering Complete Visibility and Control Over Medical and IoT 
Devices 
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Medigate’s Dashboard on Splunk: Gain Granular Visibility of All Medical and IoT devices 

Connected to the Network 

Security Events Tab on Splunk: Manager Risks in Clinical Network 
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Event Details on Splunk: Understand Communication Alerts End-to-End 

Together, Medigate and Splunk provide a comprehensive clinical SOC solution to detect, 

manage, and respond to cybersecurity events. Medigate’s platform discovers all the connected 

medical and IoT devices active in the environment and detects deviations from manufacturer-

intended behaviors and clinical workflows to uncover risks. The assets attributes and the 

communication events are fed into Splunk’s Enterprise Security (ES) platform, which integrates 

threats from multiple sources, enables sophisticated investigations and facilities effective 

playbook development, incident response, and remediation activities.  

Unlike existing SOCs, this healthcare-dedicated solution provides clinical context and relevance 

throughout the process, so healthcare organizations know exactly what findings mean to the 

security of their operations. It starts with the ability to accurately detect and thoroughly investigate 

suspicious medical device communications, based on a precise understanding of the device’s 

intended behavior. These anomalies are correlated with intel from other IT sources to trace the 

potential attack vector from end-to-end. Finally, by creating a clinically-based playbook on Splunk 

Phantom, Medigate and Splunk make it easy for healthcare organizations to pinpoint a device’s 

location, analyze its current utilization, and alert clinical engineering personnel to quickly 

remediate any threats.   
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From baseline visibility and risk assessment to ongoing detection, response, and remediation, 

Medigate and Splunk deliver the clinically-relevant data, tools, and expertise healthcare 

organizations need to protect their patient data and operations and achieve superior network 

security. 

contact@medigate.io   |   www.medigate.io 

Medigate Splunk 

Visibility & Inventory • Network Visibility for all 
Connected IoT and IoMT 
Devices

• Device Risk Intelligence

• (CVEs, Hardware/Software 
Versions, Network Topology)

• Visibility Setup via Integration 
with Medigate

SOC Setup • Clinical Context for Playbook 
Development

• Integration with Existing 
Infrastructure

• Playbook Setup

SOC Operation • Clinically-driven Threat 
Detection

• Real-time IoT & IoMT Alerts 
Feed into Splunk

• Ongoing Inventory Monitoring

• Facilitate Detection and 
Response Activities
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